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**Do Not Remove The Yellow Film From The Build Plate!!** 

**or the Blue Painter's Tape** 

 

Introduction 

 

 
 

Welcome to the wonderful world of Imaginator 3D.  If you can imagine it, you can build it!  

Have you ever wanted to make that perfect customized gift?  With Imaginator 3D you can make 

custom bracelets, custom picture frames, and even custom Christmas ornaments.  You can print 

new knobs and handles for those items which are broken around the house.  You can repurpose 

items like old 2 liter soda bottles or even pennies, lying around because no one likes to carry 

them in their pockets.  With your new machine the only limit is your imagination! 

 

Most hobbies tend to be more about the art rather than the science.  For example, embroidery is 

about creating a design (art) and then encoding that design to print on a programmable sewing 

machine (science).  Most people enjoy the hobby from the art or creative side rather than the 

science side.  Although creating a custom embroidery design and bringing it to life on a canvas is 

usually what provides the thrill and sense of accomplishment.  The individuals’ knowledge of 

how the science works (embroidery machine) behind the scenes will have a very positive effect 

on the final outcome. Therefore, as with most art forms, to become an accomplished artisan takes 

a bit of learning and practice.  An embroidery hobbyist must learn about the different 

characteristics of machines, computer programs, threads, needles, fabric, stabilizers, and 

bobbins.  Then they apply that knowledge over and over, further building their knowledge base 

from experience. 

 

Similarly, 3D printing is an art form.  It will take a bit of learning and practice to perfect your 

new art form.  You will need to learn some basic characteristics of different plastics, designs, and 

printer nuances to garner those perfect plastic shapes. 

  



3D files, Plastics, and Temperatures 
 

 
There are many different file types in the 3D printer world.  Within this guide we will only 

concern ourselves with two types of files, .stl and x3d.  You may find it necessary as your 

capabilities expand to venture out and explore other file types.   

 

You will find several designs included on your SD card for you to print.  Each of these files are 

.x3d file types.  Each file is pre-sliced (file is prepped for printing) and set for your printer and a 

specific type of plastic (PLA).  These files will print with ABS; however, plate adhesion of the 

print may be difficult because build plate temperature is set well below optimum for ABS plastic.  

The .x3d files on the SD card are not scalable or customizable.  To find a scalable file (files that 

can be scaled up or down) a StereoLithogray (.stl) formated file must be used in conjunction with 

a printing program such as Makerware or ReplicatorG (which are free to download from the 

internet).  Your quick start guide (also available for a free download off the internet at 

imaginator3d.com) demonstrates how to install and set up this software. 

 

There are two main types of plastics that your new Imaginator 3D is approved for extruding,  

Polylactic Acid Plastic (PLA) and Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene Plastic (ABS).  Each have 

different building characteristics which gives each its own set of useful circumstances. 

 

PLA plastic is harder and a less flexible (more brittle) plastic; however, it is very strong and 

warps very little when cooling.  It also has a lower melting temperature than ABS.  PLA plastic 

is useful in most everyday applications. 

   PLA Temps 

    Recommended Extrusion Temp 218C-230C 

    Recommended Plate Temp  65C-85C 

 

ABS plastic is a very tough and impact resistant plastic and is fairly heat resistant.  It is much 

more flexible than PLA, though has the tendancy to warp severely when cooling.  This makes 

long linear prints difficult.  Also, it is very difficult to get ABS to adhere to the building plate 



while being extruded without being printed on a raft which is a sub-structure under the build that 

often helps on more complicated projects. 

   ABS Temps 

    Recommended Extrusion Temp 220-230C 

    Recommended Plate Temp  110C-120C 

 

There are a multitude of other types of extrudable materials in the world.   There are 

experimental filaments such as Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) which is water soluble and NinjaFlex 

which is a flexible almost rubbery type printable plastic.  Also, new extrudable plastics and other 

materials are being created and tested every day! 

 

Getting Started 
 

Initial Hardware Installation 
 

If you are planning to use your machine in a country with 220VAC you will need to switch the 

settings on the power supply from 115VAC to 220AC. The power supply is the shiny metal box 

under your machine. You will find the switch recessed in the front of the power supply. 
 

Start by installing the extruder. You'll need two of the smallest silver screws found in the 

accessory bag and the appropriate hex wrench which should be packaged together in a separate 

small poly bag within the extra parts and tool bag. (Figure 1).   
 

 
Figure 1 

 



 
Figure 2 

 

First, lower the build plate using one of the methods described in the Unpacking Instructions.  Holding 

the extruder head by both sides, take it out of the accessory sleeve and position it on the extruder 

carriage with the fans facing forward as in Figure 3.   

 

  



 
Figure 3 

Align the screw holes and fasten snugly with the shortest silver screws as in Figure 3 and Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 



Next install the filament guide tubes in the proper spot on the extruder head, and put the other 

ends of the guides through the two brackets, see Figure 5 and Figure 6, below.  Be sure to leave 

enough length of the guide tubes on the bottom of the lower brackets as to be slightly below the 

spool holder's hole. Once positioned properly, lock down each bracket to hold the guide tube 

snugly in place.  These can be adjusted to work best as you run your machine. It may suit you to 

bend the lower part of the guide tube away from the machine slightly so that it will be positioned 

in closer to the center of the filament spool rather than towards the edge, allowing for smoother 

feeding from the filament spool through the filament tube. 

 

 
Figure 5 

  



 

 
Figure 6 

  



Mount the spool holders (Figure 7 showing the back of the machine from the outside and Figure 
8 showing the back of the machine from the inside) by unscrewing one nut on the double nut 

side and slipping it through the spool holder hole and placing the nut on the inside wall (Figure 
8). 

 

 
Figure 7 

 

Figure 8 



 
Figure 9 

Lastly take the filament out of the box and install it on the bracket and screw on the nut. The nut 

does not need to be over tightened (Figure 9). Repeat with the filament end facing the opposite 

way for the other extruder.  Most builds are single-color designs so it is more important to load 

the RIGHT extruder first. 

 

  



Leveling the Build Plate 

 
Figure 10 

After unpacking and assembling your new Imaginator 3D (and frequently afterwards, as you 

continue to use the printer) you will need to level your build plate.  This is a VERY important 

step to prevent damaging your build plate or damaging your extruder nozzles.  To level your 

build plate gently grasp the back of the build plate assembly on the left and right sides and gently 

raise it until your hand will fit under the build plate (as seen in Figure 10).  There you will find 4 

thumbscrews.  Tighten each thumbscrew 3 times (a total of 1 rotation) as to lower the build plate.  

To tighten the screws, do so by turning the screw face clockwise (remember the screw face is 

upside down).  To raise the build plate you must loosen the screw by turning the screw face 

counter clockwise.  After lowering the plate with the adjustment screws, turn on your machine. 

 

Next, examine your nozzles to see if any plastic is hanging from either extruder.  If so, preheat 

the extruders and use a piece of card stock to remove any beading plastic from the nozzle tip.  To 

preheat the extruders you can select <Preheat> on the LCD Menu. 

 

To level the build plate, use the up and down arrows on your Imaginator LCD Menu: 

Select <Utilities> from the menu (by pressing the middle button, which is equivalent to the 

<ENTER> key on your computer). 

Select <Level Build Plate> from the Utilities menu 

 



At this point the plate should rise and the extruder carriage will move to ready position.  Lay a 

sheet of 8.5 x 11 printer paper or similar paper onto the build plate before beginning.  Follow the 

instructions in the Level Build Plate menu.  It will ask you to adjust the thumb screws as it 

moves the extruders to five different locations.    Each time you will be testing that the paper can 

just (with friction) slide beneath the extruder nozzles.  After each move of the extruders, you will 

be pressing enter (The middle button) to move to the next position and then to finish.  Once you 

have checked that the center level is good you are ready to go! 

 

Before loading your filament make sure to lower the build plate. To lower the build plate gently 

grasp the back of the build plate assembly on the left and right sides (as seen in Figure 10) and 

gently press down to run the plate down to the midpoint. 

  



Loading the Filament 
 

After placing your filament on the spool holders on the back of your Imaginator you are ready to 

load the extruders.  Begin by feeding the filament through the filament tubes, after you have 

placed the filament spools onto the spool holders as seen in Figure 11 and Figure 12.  Place the 

filament spools onto the holders in such a way as they will feed towards the center of the 

machine and upward, so that they feed directly into the filament tubes.  If you slightly bend the 

lower end of the filament tubes towards the center of the filament spools, it will help to prevent 

filament from unwinding precariously from the spool. 

 

 

 
Figure 11 

  



 

 
Figure 12 

 

Make sure that the tops of the filament tubes are loose and are not attached to the top of the 

extruder head.  After pushing the filament through the filament tubes prepare the machine to load 

the filament, using the up and down arrows on your Imaginator LCD menu.  Make sure that you 

have a fresh and straight cut on the filament end every time you load new filament into the 

machine.   

 

On the LCD panel select <Utilities><Change Filament><Load Right>.  Once the machine has 

heated the extruder to the necessary temperature it will display instructions for loading: 

 "I'm ready!  Pull the guide tube off and push the filament through until you feel the motor 

tug it in.  Push for a few more seconds, then wait.  When filament is being extruded from 

the nozzle, press 'M' to exit."  "M" is the middle, or center button. 

 

Repeat again for the left extruder <Load Left>. 

 

When changing your filament to a different spool, if you find that it is difficult to remove the 

filament, DO NOT PULL ON THE FILAMENT TO TRY TO RELEASE IT!! Cancel the 

machine from the <Unload> procedure on the LCD menu by pressing the left or “back” arrow 

button and choosing <Cancel> and transition to the <Load> procedure for that same extruder.  

Once the printer heats up and filament starts to extrude, let it run for about 30 seconds and then 

finish that process by pressing the middle button on the LCD menu, and then revert back to the 



<Unload> procedure.  It is important as an ongoing habit to occasionally check the filament 

spool to be sure that it is feeding properly and that it will not jam the printer in any way. 

  



Your First Print 
 

When choosing the design you want to print there are some basic considerations that can help 

insure you get a good print.  Consideration of model to platform orientation, overhangs, rafts, 

and supports all need to be taken into account before beginning your prints. Considering these 

details will provide you with the best opportunities for a perfect print on your first try. 

 

Designs that you download from Thingiverse or other file repositories may not be in the best 

setup for your printer.  Sometimes files will need to be rotated, scaled, or moved up or down to 

sit properly on the building platform.  As your experience grows you will be able to view a 

model and picture what the best position should be to get the best results.   

 

On your SD card you will find 11 prints which have been pre-sliced for your printer.  These files 

are .x3g files and cannot be edited.  However, you can download them and similar designs from 

thingiverse.com in a .stl format and make scaling as well as rotational changes with the 

Makerware (http://www.makerbot.com/makerware) or ReplicatorG 

(http://imaginator3d.com/wp-content/uploads/replicatorg-0040-r01-windows.zip) software.  We 

highly suggest printing the files below in the order listed below starting with the letter "A", the 

penny opener, and finishing with letter "J".  Each file is more difficult to print as you progress. 

 

Understanding Your Imaginator Keypad 

 

To the right of the Imaginator Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) will be a 5 button keypad similar to 

the one below.  Each key controls an aspect of what is taking place on the LCD.  The Left Arrow 

key moves the LCD cursor to the left if inside of a menu selection.  It also brings you to the 

Pause/Cancel menu if not inside of a menu selection.  The Right Arrow button moves your 

cursor to the right.  The Down Arrow moves the cursor down to the next lower selection.  The 

Up Arrow move the cursor up to the next higher selection. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

This is the <Right> 

Arrow Key 

This is <M> or "Middle" 

Key.  It is similar to the 

"Enter" key on your 

computer.  When you 

have maneuvered your 

cursor into a position and 

are ready to make a 

selection, this is the 

button you should push. 

This is the <Left> 

Arrow Key 

This is the <Down> 

Arrow Key 

This is the <Up> 

Arrow Key 

http://www.makerbot.com/makerware
http://imaginator3d.com/wp-content/uploads/replicatorg-0040-r01-windows.zip


A. Your First Print (A Box) 

 

20mm x 20mm x 40mm Calibration Box 

 
 

Goal: A quick and easy print 

 

B. Your Second Print (Hook'm High!) 
 

Easy Wall Hook 

 
 

by techedguy, published 3 Apr 2014 

http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:289023 

Goal: Demonstrate a quick and simple utility object 

  

http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:289023


 

C. Your Third Print (Stretchy Parallel of Latitude!) 

 

Flexible Bracelet 

 
 

Stretchy Bracelet 

by emmett, published  11 Nov 2011 

http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:293413 

Goal: demonstrate thin walled extrusion print 

D. Your Fourth Print (A penny with real value) 
 

Customizable Bottle Opener 

 
 

by mphardy, published 31 Aug 2013 

http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:139461 

Goal: Demonstrate a repurposed simple utility object 

 

Have you ever wondered what to do with those pesky pennies?  Well, here is one solution!  On 

your included SD card you will find this penny bottle opener that simply says “3D” on it.  It 

Penny goes in slot 

http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:293413
http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:139461


repurposes this pesky penny into a valuable object.  What?...you have more than one pesky 

penny?...go to Thingiverse and you can customize this opener for the perfect gift!  Have a 

favorite school?  FSU, TT, USM... 

 

E. Your Fifth Print...(Need a decorative chain?) 
 

Chain Generator 

 
 

by Sal, published 12 Aug 2012 

http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:28405 

Goal: Demonstrate overhang prints 

 

F. Your Sixth Print (In Close Quarters) 
 

Customizable Coin Traps 

 
 

by mathgrrl, published 1 Dec 2013 

http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:193941 

Goal: Demonstrate incorporation of outside objects 

http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:28405
http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:193941


 This slightly more advanced print demonstrates repurposing, but also demonstrates incorporating 

outside objects within your print.  This is a bit more advanced because you will need to "Pause" 

this print at approximately 75% of completion and slide in your quarter.  WARNING - DO NOT 

TRY TO SLIDE IN THE QUARTER WHILE THE MACHINE IS RUNNING.  THIS COULD 

CAUSE BODILY INJURY. 

 

Understanding the Pause functions 

Your Imaginator machine has several pause functions which will come in handy.  Pause, 

Change Filament, and Sleep (Cold Pause) are among the options you will find in the 

Pause/Cancel screen.  You can access this by hitting the <Left> arrow button on the front 

of your Imaginator after the build has started. 

 

The <Pause> function will pause your print exactly where the extruder is at.  The heating 

elements in the entire Imaginator machine are still being powered.  So, this is a function 

that should only be use for a very short period of time because if left too long it may 

cause an extruder jam. 

 

The <Sleep (Cold Pause)> will pause your print and disengage all of the build functions.  

This selection can be left for longer periods of time without causing any printer problems. 

 

The <Change Filament> selection will pause your print and allow you to change the 

extruder filament if you want to print a multi-color object. 

 

 

  Procedure: 

   Find a quarter you wish to use...set it aside, close to your print station 

   Select the coin trap from your SD card and begin the print 

   When your print is 75% complete, pause the print 

 It is best to pause when the carriage is printing one of the back two pillars 

of the box if using the <Pause> function. 

    To do this select the left arrow key on your Imaginator 

    Select the <Pause> or the <Sleep (Cold Pause)> menu item 

 Carefully insert the quarter...try and get the top of quarter below the top of 

the incomplete cube (the highest pillars) 

 Select <Resume Print> after the quarter is inserted and your hands are 

clear of the machine 

  



G. Your Seventh Print (A Dragon With Character!) 
 

Dorus the Dragon 

 
 

by macouno, published  7 Jan 2013 

http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:40635 

Goal: Demonstrate the potential of imagining a character and bringing it to life! 

 

 

H. Your Eighth Print...Your first dual print (Own your own zone cone) 

 
Traffic Cone 

 
 

by CocoNut, published 21 Apr 2012 

http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:21773 

Goal: Demonstrate horizontal dual extrusion possibilities 

 

 

 

http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:40635
http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:21773


I. Your Ninth Print (Interconnecting colors) 
 

Yin Yang Bottle 

 
 

by Robhumm, published 12 Apr 2013 

http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:73141 

Goal: Demostrate verticle dual extrusion possibilities and hollow item. 

 

 

J. Your Tenth Print (Build Your Own Chess Set) 
 

Rooke 

 
 

by angelmadrid, published 5 Mar 2014 

http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:264362 

Goal:  Make something fun and exciting! 

http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:73141
http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:264362


 

K. Your Eleventh and Final Print (Has Your New Printer Grabbed You?) 
 

Octopus 

 
by tiffanie, published 14 Jul 2013 

http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:117941/#files 

Goal:  Make something complex and exciting! 

 

  

http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:117941/%23files


Do's and Don'ts 
Don'ts 

 Do not remove yellow Kapton tape or blue painters tape from build plate. 

 Do not touch extruders or build plate when machine is heated 

 Do not put hands or fingers inside of machine when running 

 The black cable extending from the back of the machine to the top of the extruder IS 

NOT a handle.  Do not lift the machine with this cable 

 When manually moving the build plate DO NOT grasp the metal plate, DO grasp the 

black plastic under the metal plate 

Do's 
 If working on the Imaginator do ground yourself by touching a grounded object before 

opening and touching sensitive electronic parts. 

 Do ensure that the power supply is turned off and the cord is disconnected before 

working on your machine 

 Do level the platform often or when prints are difficult to stick to platform 

 Do replace the blue painter’s tape from time to time as it wears out 3M tape has been 

found to work the best – narrower tape can be lined up side by side for full coverage. 

 Do keep a pair of needle-nose pliers for the hot plastic, a good scissor to cut the filament 

when changing colors and something like a strong spatula in your work area to help get 

builds off of the build plate. 

 When manually moving the build plate DO grasp the black plastic tray under the metal 

plate on both sides near the rear. 

 Do use rubbing alcohol to clean your platform surface...this aids in a good stick. 

 

Tips and Tricks 
PLA 

 Best extrusion temperatures are 210C-230C 

 Best build plate temperature is 50C - 75C 

 Best tape for build plate adhesion 

o Best 

 Kapton Tape - this is the yellow tape already on your build plate 

o Alternatives: 

 3M Edge Lock 2080 painter's tape 

 Any other blue painter's tape 

 

ABS 
 Best extrusion temperature is 220C -230C 

 Best build plate temperature is 120C-125C 

 Best tape for build plate adhesion 

o Best: 

 Kapton Tape - this is the yellow tape already on your build  plate 

o Alternatives: 

 3M Edge Lock 2080 painter's tape  

 Any other blue painter's tape 



General 
 

 If building with PLA try an ABS raft or vice versa if platform adhesion is a problem 

 Vary build plate temps 

 ABS -120C build plate temp works well 

 PLA – 50C-75C  build plate temp works well 

 Long flat pieces best printed in PLA 

 Flexible pieces best printed in ABS 

 Occasionally oil the rods with a general-purpose oil...Tri-Flow, 3in1, etc. 

 Let PLA completely cool before removing the raft 

 Super glue works well if a model breaks (though it will leave a white residue) 

 The best looking plastics are the translucents 

 If you get significant bleed-over from PLA dual color prints from one color onto the 

other color try a lower extrusion temperature.  This will appear as opposite color lines 

from one extruder dripping onto your print from the extruder that is not extruding. 

 Make sure BOTH extruders are free of plastic when beginning a print 

 Best curved prints are half spheres (large, open end facing down) and cylinders 

 If you are having trouble with the print sticking to the build plate try rotating 20 degrees 

off of a center axis or cleaning your platform with rubbing alcohol or try both. 

 Blue Painter's tape is a must and when in doubt, re-level the build plate 

 

Resources 
 File design Archives 

o Thingiverse (thousands of free downloadable files) www.thingiverse.com 

o Imaginator3d(Custom files for your use) www.imaginator3d.com 

o My Mini Factory (free and commercial files) www.myminifactory.com/Software 

 

 3D drawing software 
o Google Sketchup (Freeware) www.sketchup.com 

o Blender (Complicated but Freeware) www.blender.org 

o Autodesk123D (Web based 3D design) www.123dapp.com/design 

o 3D Tin (Freeware) www.3dtin.com 

o Tinker CAD (Web based Freeware) www.tinkercad.com 

 

 Mesh repair and maintenance (You may need to clean the mesh on your creations) 

o Microsoft 3D Printing (powered by netFabb...Awesome website! 

https://netfabb.azurewebsites.net/ 

o netfabb basic (Nagware) www.netfabb.com/basic.php 

o Meshlab (Freeware) www.meshlab.sourceforge.net/ 

 

 3D Printing software 
o Makerware http://www.makerbot.com/makerware 

o ReplicatorG http://imaginator3d.com/wp-content/uploads/replicatorg-0040-r01-

windows.zip 

file:///C:/Users/Class6%20Medias/Desktop/www.thingiverse.com
file:///C:/Users/Class6%20Medias/Desktop/www.imaginator3d.com
file:///C:/Users/Class6%20Medias/Desktop/www.myminifactory.com/Software
file:///C:/Users/Class6%20Medias/Desktop/www.sketchup.com
file:///C:/Users/Class6%20Medias/Desktop/www.blender.org
file:///C:/Users/Class6%20Medias/Desktop/www.123dapp.com/design
file:///C:/Users/Class6%20Medias/Desktop/www.3dtin.com
file:///C:/Users/Class6%20Medias/Desktop/www.tinkercad.com
https://netfabb.azurewebsites.net/
file:///C:/Users/Class6%20Medias/Desktop/www.netfabb.com/basic.php
file:///C:/Users/Class6%20Medias/Desktop/www.meshlab.sourceforge.net/
http://www.makerbot.com/makerware
http://imaginator3d.com/wp-content/uploads/replicatorg-0040-r01-windows.zip
http://imaginator3d.com/wp-content/uploads/replicatorg-0040-r01-windows.zip


 Fun Sites to Try 
o Autodesk123D Catch (Capture and create 3D images to print with your camera) 

http://www.123dapp.com/catch 

 

 General 
o Twelve Ways to Fight Warping and Curling 

www.makerbot.com/blog/2011/06/23/12-ways-to-fight-warping-and-curling/  

o How to Use MeshLab and Netfabb for Fixing Your Model 

www.shapeways.com/tutorials/how_to_use_meshlab_and_netfabb 

 

http://www.123dapp.com/catch
file:///C:/Users/Class6%20Medias/Desktop/www.makerbot.com/blog/2011/06/23/12-ways-to-fight-warping-and-curling/
file:///C:/Users/Class6%20Medias/Desktop/www.shapeways.com/tutorials/how_to_use_meshlab_and_netfabb

